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Available online 28 November 2015AbstractSince April 1, 2015, for those non-residential gas users, the stock gas and incremental gas prices have been unified, and direct-supply gas
prices have been released. This means that natural gas pricing reform has entered a new stage of development in China. In view of this, we first
summarized and analyzed the achievements, status quo and existing problems in natural gas pricing reform in recent years in China. Then, we
made an overview on the global natural gas pricing and marketing experiences and domestic situation in natural gas sector. On this basis, we
presented the following proposals and implement approaches to ultimately achieving the market-oriented reform of natural gas pricing in China.
First, the ex-factory prices for those residential gas users will be adjusted, which should be differentiated from those for the non-residential gas
users. Second, the present natural gas pricing mechanism should be perfected with pipeline fees and gas storage fees being both added. Third, an
integrated natural gas pricing system should be improved with differential prices implemented. Fourth, natural gas spot transaction should be
promoted and energy measurement in gas metering and pricing should also be put into practice.
© 2015 Sichuan Petroleum Administration. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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form Commission (“NDRC”) released the Notice on Ratio-
nalizing the Price of Non-residential Natural Gas considering
price change of such alternative energy as fuel oil and lique-
fied petroleum gas (LPG). It means that the price of stock gas
and incremental gas is unified and pilot implementation of
relaxing gate price control of direct-supply non-residential gas
is carried out. The program above was implemented from
April 1, 2015. But price unification is just an important step in
China's natural gas pricing reform. There is still a long way to
go before the ultimate goal of market-oriented pricing is
realized. Under the background of slump in international crude
oil price and “new normal” of Chinese economy, achievements
in China's natural gas pricing reform should be correctly
assessed, existing problems should be rationally treated, and
top-level design and path of deepened reform that conform to* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: hual_jys@petrochina.com.cn (Hu AL.).
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(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).the law of natural gas market development and economy shall
be formulated, so as to ensure sustainable and healthy devel-
opment of China's natural gas industry and natural gas market.
1. Achievements in natural gas pricing reform
Natural gas price has always been one of themajor factors that
hindered the development of China's natural gas industry and
natural gas market. In the 21st century, China launched an all-
round reform of natural gas pricing, including the reform of
price management system and pricing mechanism and the
adjustment of price level and price structure. The focus was to
adjust ex-factory price, and the corewas to rationalize price level
and to establish a scientific and reasonable pricing mechanism.
Some achievements have been made which are as follows.1.1. Price control has been relaxedIn 2005, NDRC determined to adopt government-guided
pricing policy on natural gas ex-factory price. In 2013,Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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price and maximum price management is adopted while
setting the gate price of non-residential natural gas. Trans-
formation from government pricing to government-guided
pricing means that natural gas transaction price can be
higher or lower than the benchmark price specified by the
nation, or can be determined through negotiation but should
not exceed the maximum price specified by the nation. This
has removed the limit that natural gas purchase & sales con-
tract must adopt the price fixed by the nation that has existed
in China for a long time and has enhanced the price flexibility.
At the beginning of 2015, control of gate price of direct-supply
non-residential gas was relaxed with negotiated pricing
adopted. Pilot implementation of market-oriented pricing was
commenced.1.2. Pricing mechanism has changed fundamentallyNDRC conducted pilot implementation of natural gas
“market netback” pricing method in Guangdong Province and
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in 2011, and promoted
and applied it in setting the gate price of non-residential nat-
ural gas in various provinces in 2013. It marks the end of
China's natural gas pricing history in which “cost plus” method
was mainly adopted for over 50 years. Natural gas price is
linked to and competes with alternative energy price now, and
natural gas pricing is not determined by the government only
but is linked to energy market supply and demand.1.3. Price of non-residential natural gas has been
rationalizedChina's natural gas pricing reform has centered on ratio-
nalizing natural gas price. In 2002e2015, China adjusted
natural gas ex-factory price for seven times. With price of non-Table 1
Change of natural gas ex-factory prices in Sichuan and Chongqing since 1997 (Yu
No. Month, Year Price of
industrial
natural gas
Price of natural
gas used for
chemical fertilizers
Price of natural
gas for commer
use
1 March 1997 645 520 925
2 January 2002 725 590 1005
3 December 2005 875 690 /
4 November 2007 1275 690 /
5 May 2010 1505 920 /
6 December 2012a 1980 1340 /
7 June 2013 2143 (2110)b 1340 /
8 January 2014 2440 (2320)b 1340 /
9 February 2015 2350 (2340)b 1350 /
a Price was self-adjusted by Sichuan and Chongqing for this time.
b Price outside the parenthesis was that in Sichuan Province, and price inside thresidential natural gas as the breakthrough point, the gate price
of stock gas has been raised for three consecutive years since
2013, and relation between price of non-residential natural gas
and equivalent heating value price of alternative energy has
been defined. Table 1 shows the change of natural gas ex-
factory price in Sichuan and Chongqing since 2002.1.4. “Solid ice” of residential natural gas price has been
loosened slightlyAdjusting price of residential natural gas has always been a
big difficulty in China's natural gas pricing reform. As is
shown in Table 1, ex-factory price of industrial natural gas in
Sichuan and Chongqing has been raised for seven times totally
since 2005, by RMB1, 625 Yuan per 1000 m3 totally. But in
the same period, price of residential natural gas was raised
slightly by RMB230 Yuan per 1000 m3 in 2010 only during
China's natural gas pricing reform in recent years. In 2014,
NDRC issued a notice requiring that various provinces and
municipalities nationwide adopt tiered pricing policy for res-
idential natural gas featuring section-based progressive in-
crease by 2015. Although it only involves 20% of residential
users, the solid ice of residential natural gas price has been
loosened slightly.1.5. Natural gas price structure has been simplifiedBefore 2002, China's natural gas price chain was comprised
of wellhead price, purification fee, pipeline transmission fee
and urban gas distribution fee. In particular, wellhead price
and urban gas distribution fee were based on four user cate-
gories, i.e. users of industrial natural gas, users of natural gas
used for chemical fertilizers, users of natural gas for com-
mercial use and users of residential natural gas [1]. After the
adjustment of natural gas price level and price structure foran per 1000 m3).
cial
Price of
residential
natural gas
Remarks
685 Wellhead price
765 Wellhead price and purification fee were combined into
ex-factory price
920 Residential natural gas and natural gas for commercial
use were combined into urban gas
920
1150
1150 Maximum comprehensive gate price was adopted for
industrial natural gas in Sichuan and Chongqing
1150
1150 Residential natural gas adopted ex-factory price;
non-residential natural gas adopted comprehensive
gate price
1150 Residential natural gas adopted ex-factory price;
non-residential natural gas adopted comprehensive
gate price
e parenthesis was that in Chongqing.
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users now, namely, non-residential natural gas users, users of
natural gas used for chemical fertilizers, and residential nat-
ural gas users; price of both non-residential natural gas and
natural gas used for chemical fertilizers in price chain up-
stream and midstream adopt gate price, and that of residential
natural gas includes ex-factory price and pipeline transmission
fee.
2. Present situation of and existing problems in natural
gas price2.1. Present situation of natural gas priceThere are four types of natural gas ex-factory price
adopted in China now. ① Benchmark ex-factory price of
onshore natural gas announced by NDRC in May 2010. After
subsequent gate price reform of non-residential natural gas,
this benchmark price is only applicable to urban gas (non-
industrial), namely residential natural gas now. ② Ex-factory
price of imported LNG after gasification. This price is
determined by the province/municipality where the LNG
import terminal is located based on LNG import and gasifi-
cation cost. Due to the difference in signing time of LNG
procurement contract and pricing formula in contract, dif-
ference in price of imported LNG between terminals is big
and station ex-factory price after gasification is
RMB1.52e3.90 Yuan/m3. As to gasified imported LNG in
long-distance pipeline for mixed transmission and sales,
uniform gate price is adopted. ③ Price of shale gas, coalbed
methane (CBM) and coal-to-gas (CTG) for which price
control has been relaxed and which is determined through
negotiation between supply and demand sides, and price of
direct-supply non-residential natural gas. ④ Gate price of
natural gas that adopts “market netback”. Price unification of
stock gas and incremental gas has been realized and is only
applicable to non-direct-supply non-residential natural gas,
and price is linked to alternative energy price.2.2. Existing problems1) Price of residential natural gas is low and price differ-
ence between residential natural gas and non-residential
natural gas is extremely unreasonable.Table 2
Price of residential natural gas and industrial natural gas in China vs. those in som
Country Price of residential
natural gas
(Yuan per m3)
Price of industrial
natural gas
(Yuan per m3)
Ratio between
residential and
industrial natural gas
C
C
Canada 2.36 0.96 2.46 C
USA 2.38 1.07 2.21 S
Korea 5.29 5.49 0.96 B
France 6.25 3.62 1.73 S
Germany 6.60 3.48 1.90 G
UK 5.35 2.92 1.83 U
Note: Data in the table above are sourced from IEA and China Price InformationPrice of residential natural gas should be higher than that of
industrial natural gas from the perspective of gas supply
guarantee and service and price relation with alternative en-
ergy. Before 2005, price of residential natural gas was higher
than or roughly equivalent to that of industrial natural gas in
China [2]. However, price of residential natural gas was
adjusted just once in the subsequent five times of price
adjustment, which led to extremely low price of residential
natural gas and extremely big difference between price of
residential natural gas and price of industrial natural gas. Price
of residential natural gas in Chengdu is less than 40% of
equivalent heating value price of LPG, gate price is
RMB1.03 Yuan/m3 lower than the price of industrial natural
gas, and terminal consumption price difference is up to
RMB2.14 Yuan/m3. Such unreasonable price difference is very
rare in the world (Table 2), and most importantly, it is unfa-
vorable for guiding high-efficient and reasonable utilization
and optimal allocation of excellent resources. Independent
adjustment of price of non-residential natural gas has brought
massive price subsidy for residential natural gas, but has
lowered price competitiveness of the latter and caused recent
“reverse replacement” of natural gas.
2) Defects exist in the existing “market netback” pricing
mechanism.
“Market netback” pricing mechanism is a great progress in
China's natural gas pricing method. But, the following prob-
lems exist in its application. ① Natural gas supplied in China
includes both domestic gas and imported gas. For these gases
from different origins, development and production costs
differ greatly, and price of imported resources and distance
between gas source and the market are different. Different
profit or loss might occur for these gases of different sources if
price in Shanghai is adopted as benchmark price, accordingly
hindering natural gas production or import [3]. ② Price
change of alternative energy is not truly reflected. Interna-
tional oil price was USD80$/barrel when gate price of incre-
mental gas was determined in 2013, and international oil price
remained at about USD100$/barrel before price of stock gas
was adjusted for the second time in 2014 but gate price of
incremental gas was still determined based on USD80$/barrel.
③ Time of dynamic price adjustment is too long and time
node is unclear. Europe adopts “market netback” pricing nowe other countries.
ity in
hina
Price of residential
natural gas
(Yuan per m3)
Price of industrial
natural gas
(Yuan per m3)
Ratio between
residential and
industrial natural gas
hengdu 1.89 4.03 0.47
henyang 3.30 3.90 0.85
eijing 2.28 3.65 0.62
hanghai 3.00 3.99 0.75
uangzhou 3.45 4.85 0.71
rumqi 1.37 2.11 0.65
Network.
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price from six months to three months [4]. In comparison,
adjustment time which is one year is obviously too long in
China and beginning and ending time is unclear, which has led
to serious lag in reporting natural gas price and alternative
energy price and price adjustment of natural gas far less
transparent and predictable than that of refined oil products in
China. International oil price has remained at about USD50$/
barrel since the end of 2014. But price of non-residential
natural gas adopted on April 1, 2015 was still determined
based on the average oil price (about USD90$/barrel) in the
second half of 2014.
3) Price system is incomplete.
Design of existing natural gas price structure and price
level mainly takes the users' price endurance into consider-
ation instead of natural gas supply and demand characteristics
and its law of economy. No complete price system has been
formed. For example, no gas storage fee affects the investment
and construction of underground gas storages [5]; single price
form does not truly reflect gas consumption characteristics and
gas consumption demand of different users; price is not
differentiated, so peak-valley difference in natural gas demand
cannot be adjusted; actual transaction price is fixed, which
cannot stimulate production and demand.
4) Gate price system hinders natural gas industry reform.
Adopting gate price of natural gas conforms to the actual
condition of integrated operation in the upstream and
midstream in China, but is inconsistent with reform goals of
natural gas industry system and natural gas price. Natural gas
produced or supplied in the upstream will be finally open to
the market, and ex-factory price will be liberalized or formed
through competition. Pipeline transmission in the midstream
belongs to natural monopoly field, and pipeline transmission
fee is controlled by the government. Binding ex-factory price
and pipeline transmission fee together hinders the fair opening
of gas pipeline and reform of independent operation of
pipeline.
5) It is not time to relax price control.
① The situation of natural gas supply competition has not
been formed. Concentration of natural gas sources is very high
in China. The three major state-owned petroleum companies
have absolute dominance over supply [6]. Although CBM,
CTG and shale gas are gradually supplied in the market, their
supply volume and supply guarantee still need to be improved.
② Pipeline transmission is not independent, and no substantial
progress has been made in third-party involvement in pipeline
transmission. Even though gas source can be chosen, trans-
portation is also constrained. ③ Market economy system is
imperfect, and local governments still exert influence on nat-
ural gas supply and demand and price. ④ Negotiated pricing
without exceeding the maximum grate station price proposedat early stage has not been truly realized. Under this back-
ground, it is too early to relax price control and it is hard to
achieve the expected goal.
3. Goal and path of China's natural gas pricing reform
As is mentioned above, China has made breakthrough in
natural gas pricing reform but still faces many in-depth
problems and contradictions. There is still a long way to go.
The key of realizing market-oriented reform of natural gas
pricing in China is to scientifically design the path of reform
based on international experience and national conditions as
well as ultimate goal of reform.3.1. Path of market-oriented reform of natural gas
pricing in Europe and North AmericaFrom the late 1970s to the mid 1980s, North America with
USA as pioneer and Europe with UK as representative started
to carry out market-oriented reform of natural gas pricing. A
certain difference existed in structure and system of natural
gas industries, endowment of natural gas resources, supply
structure and marketization degree between the two regions,
so paths of reform were different and results were different.
As for USA, natural gas pricing reform started from
relaxing control of “new gas” price. Because of third-party
involvement in gas pipeline and reform of natural gas in-
dustry system that operates independently, natural gas pur-
chase and sales mode transformed from transaction under
long-term contract to transaction under short-term contract
and spot transaction, and natural gas transaction markets
(centers) were built at pipeline hubs. In 1990, natural gas fu-
tures were listed and traded on New York Mercantile Ex-
change, which contributed to the existing natural gas pricing
mechanism based on gasegas competition. Under this mech-
anism, natural gas pricing was based on the relation between
supply and demand and was determined by competition be-
tween different gas sources. Natural gas transaction was
mainly short-term spot transaction (1e3 months) and was
subject to negotiation between both parties or carried out in a
natural gas transaction market (center), and transaction price
was determined by referring to the benchmark price of natural
gas spot and futures [7,8]. In fact, this is a real market-oriented
pricing mode for natural gas.
Unlike USA, UK took privatization of British natural gas
companies as the breakthrough point of natural gas pricing
reform, and then separated pipeline transmission business
from upstream production and sales businesses, and gradually
formed a virtual natural gas transaction market NBP through
natural gas spot transaction. By learning from UK's experi-
ence, the European continent started to carry out market-
oriented reform of natural gas pricing in the 1990s. Such
countries as Germany, Finland, Belgium, Italy and France
successively built natural gas transaction markets and adopted
pricing mechanism that changes with relation between supply
and demand. However, market-oriented reform of natural gas
pricing is still “on the road” in Europe due to the complexity
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demand structure. Influence and liquidity of all natural gas
transaction markets except NBP are severely insufficient.
Long-term natural gas contract linked to the price of refined
oil products is still the cornerstone of natural gas supply in
Europe. Thus, there are two pricing mechanisms in European
natural gas market: long-term natural gas contract price linked
to the price of refined oil products, and spot price in natural
gas transaction market. Based on the relation between supply
and demand, the latter is higher or lower than the former.3.2. Path of natural gas pricing reform in ChinaNDRC announced that the ultimate goal of China's natural
gas pricing reform is to relax control of natural gas ex-factory
price, so that the price will be formed through competition and
the government will only supervise pipeline transmission price
and gas distribution price with the nature of natural monopoly.
The experiences in natural gas pricing reform in Europe and
North America show that it is a long-term process to realize
pricing mechanism based on gasegas competition. It took 12
years for USA to relax price control and to realize listing and
transaction of natural gas futures; Europe is still hesitating
between pricing linked to oil price and pricing based on supply
and demand. Moreover, natural gas pricing reform must be
synchronous with natural gas industry system reform. The key
is to realize third-party involvement in pipeline transmission
and separation from natural gas production and sales. Relevant
laws, regulations and systems should be formulated to support
it, an institution should be established to supervise it, and
natural gas transaction market (center) should be built, and
order and platform of fair competition between gas sources
should also be established.
Thus, China should adopt market-oriented pricing mecha-
nism based on gasegas competition, and scientifically design
the path of reform and promote and implement it step by step
by conforming to the law of natural gas market development
and by focusing on solving main contradictions and bottleneck
problems in natural gas pricing reform [9]. First, natural gas
ex-factory (gate) price for various users should be rationalized,
and the existing natural gas pricing mechanism should be
improved; natural gas infrastructure pricing mechanism should
be established, and independent accounting and fair third-
party involvement in gas pipeline should be implemented;
natural gas pricing system should be improved, and seasonal
price difference or peak-valley price of natural gas, inter-
ruptible gas price and tiered gas price should be adopted;
natural gas spot transaction based on negotiated pricing should
be carried out, and regional natural gas transaction market
should be established; natural gas energy pricing should be
adopted; urban natural gas pricing mechanism should be
improved, and urban natural gas pricing system that reflects
the characteristics of urban natural gas supply and demand and
price endurance should be established [10,11]. Second, gate
price of natural gas should be separated, and natural gas ex-
factory price, and pipeline transmission fee and gas storage
fee should be adopted; independent operation and chargingshould be adopted for natural gas infrastructure (such as long-
distance pipeline and gas storage), and the rate should be
under the government's supervision; natural gas spot trans-
action should be promoted, and natural gas resource supply
structure featuring coexistence of medium- and long-term
contract and natural gas spot transaction should be formed;
natural gas futures should be listed and traded, and benchmark
price of Chinese natural gas market should be formed; natural
gas price management system and market supervision system
should be established and improved. Finally, independent,
diversified and competitive natural gas supply mechanism
should be established, and gasegas competition price based on
the relation between supply and demand should be formed.
According to the present situation of China's natural gas
industry system and mechanism and analysis of market
structure, it may take a long time for China to implement
market-oriented reform of natural gas pricing.
4. Proposals on natural gas pricing reform in the near
future4.1. Adjust ex-factory price of residential natural gas
and define its relation with the price of non-residential
natural gasSince 2005, adjusting ex-factory price of residential natural
gas has been a big difficulty in natural gas pricing reform and
has been rarely implemented. It must be overcome to deepen
natural gas reform. China's natural gas pricing reform will be
always “on the road” and price marketization will be just a
hollow phrase otherwise.
In the recent decade, China's GDP has grown by 1.4 times
and per capita disposable income of urban residents has
doubled. Growth rate of residents' consumption price index
(CPI) dropped from 5.9% (the highest) in 2009 to 2.0% in
2014 and remained below 2.6% for three consecutive years.
No macroeconomic factor that affects price adjustment of
residential natural gas exists and natural gas price endurance
of residential users to which the government pays attention has
greatly improved. Data show that proportion of residents'
natural gas consumption expenditure in household disposable
income in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong and Sichuan drop-
ped from 0.95%, 1.02%, 2.19% and 1.5% in 2006 to 0.57%,
0.75%, 1.04% and 0.85% in 2013 respectively. Price of resi-
dential natural gas was raised by RMB0.40 Yuan/m3, but
monthly expenditure only increased by RMB10.0 Yuan if
calculated based on average monthly consumption of 25 m3/
household, which indicates almost no impact on resident's
daily life (Table 3).
More importantly, price of residential natural gas shall be
adjusted properly. Apart from shortening price difference be-
tween residential natural gas and non-residential natural gas,
cross-subsidies should be reduced and price of non-residential
natural gas should be lowered, and significant replacement of
coal and refined oil products in such fields as electricity gen-
eration, industrial furnace and transportation with natural gas
should be promoted to reduce haze and purify the environment.
Table 3
Proportion of natural gas consumption expenditure of urban residents in some provinces and municipalities in China.
Year Region Natural gas price
(Yuan per m3)
Per capita
disposable income
(Yuan per year)
Population per
household
Natural gas
consumption per
household
(m3 per year)
Natural gas
consumption expenditure
per household
(Yuan per year)
Proportion in per
capita disposable
income
Proportion in
consumption
expenditure
2006 Beijing 1.90 19978 2.64 300 1505 1.08% 1.46%
Shanghai 2.10 20668 2.65 300 1670 1.15% 1.61%
Guangdong 3.50 16016 3.41 300 3581 1.92% 2.48%
Sichuan 1.40 9350 2.97 300 1247 1.51% 1.88%
2013 Beijing 2.28 40321 2.61 300 1785 0.65% 1.00%
Shanghai 2.50 43851 2.35 300 1763 0.73% 1.13%
Guangdong 3.50 33090 3.15 300 3308 1.01% 1.38%
Sichuan 1.90 22368 2.76 300 1573 0.92% 1.26%
Note: Data are sourced from China Statistical Yearbook 2007 and China Price Information Network.
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that in the first half of 2014; difference in equivalent heating
value between residential natural gas and LPG has decreased
greatly; price of non-residential natural gas has been ratio-
nalized. It is a rare opportunity that should be seized to
rationalize ex-factory price of residential natural gas as soon
as possible and to create a condition for totally relaxing gas
source price control.4.2. Improve the existing natural gas pricing mechanismFirst, application scope of “market netback” pricing should
be adjusted. The existing pricing method and gate price
determined under it are applicable to domestic natural gas that
has basically consistent flow direction and is transmitted in
cross-province backbone long-distance pipeline, but not
applicable to imported pipeline gas and natural gas self-
produced and self-sold in a region. As for imported pipeline
gas, sale price should be determined based on the import cost
of commodity gas and pipeline transmission cost; as for nat-
ural gas supplied by a domestic gas field to the province or the
adjacent provinces (municipalities), it can be considered that
price formula is designed to set the gate price or gas field ex-
factory price based on “market netback” of alternative fuel in a
target market.
Second, dynamic price adjustment mechanism that involves
such aspects as designing price adjustment formula, defining
adjustment cycle and time interval, and enhancing reason-
ableness and transparency of gate price adjustment should be
improved. Based on gate price formula put forward by NDRC,
the following formula for natural gas price adjustment can be
established:
P¼ P0

0:6
A
A0
HG
HA
þ 0:4 B
B0
HG
HB

where, P is natural gas price in adjustment period; P0 is nat-
ural gas price in basic period; A and B are price of imported
fuel oil and LPG calculated by the customs in adjustment
period, Yuan/kg; A0 and B0 are price of imported fuel oil and
LPG calculated by the customs in basic period, Yuan/kg; HA,HB and HG are net heating value (lower heating value) of fuel
oil, LPG and natural gas, being 10000 kcal/kg, 12000 kcal/kg
and 8000 kcal/m3 (1 kcal ¼ 4.184 kJ) respectively.
It is suggested that the cycle of natural gas price adjustment
should be six months in the first half and the second half and
adjustment cycle should be shortened to three months after
pilot implementation for two years, to show close correlation
between price of natural gas and price of alternative energy.4.3. Establish pipeline transmission fee and gas storage
fee pricing mechanismTo actively promote fair opening of natural gas in-
frastructures, it is urgent to establish scientific and normative
pipeline transmission fee and gas storage fee pricingmechanism.
4.3.1. Pipeline transmission fee
There are two kinds of pipeline transmission fees in China.
The first is old price for old line e the nation's uniform
pipeline transmission fee is adopted; the second is new price
for new line e new long-distance pipeline transmission fee
verified and determined based on pipeline project is adopted.
Both lack uniform, normative and transparent pipeline trans-
mission fee pricing mechanisms, have big difference in rate,
cannot adapt to interconnected operation of pipelines and
third-party involvement in gas pipeline, and lack dynamic
supervision and adjustment mechanisms. Thus, dynamic
monitoring and adjustment mechanisms on pipeline trans-
mission fee should be established to normalize pricing method
of pipeline transmission fee.
1) Service cost method should be adopted to set pipeline
transmission fee. There are two kinds of pricing methods
for natural gas pipeline transmission fee in the world.
One is cost-based pricing and another is project-based
pricing. The former is a common pricing method for
natural gas pipeline transmission fee in Europe and
North America, and is called service cost method in
USA. The latter is called evaluation method in operation
period in China, being a pricing method featuring new
price for new line.
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method in operation period is based on gas supply mode of
single pipeline from single gas source. Each pipeline can
transmit natural gas from the gas source specified by the
nation only, and one price for one pipeline is adopted. As for
gas supply by several pipelines from several gas sources, there
is great difficulty in pricing and settlement of pipeline trans-
mission fee [11].
Service cost method is a traditional pricing method that
achieves the goal of price supervision by restricting the rate of
return of a pipeline company, and is widely applied in su-
pervision on service charges of public utility enterprises in
many countries [12]. In comparison, service cost method is
more suitable for natural gas pipeline transmission industry in
China. The remaining fixed assets, and intangible assets and
operating capital of each pipeline company are known, and
investment income is verified by the government and is a
definite number, so it is very easy to calculate the service cost
of the pipeline company and then calculate the pipeline
transmission fee rate based on design. Then pipeline trans-
mission fees of different users within different pipeline
transmission distances can be calculated based on a user's gas
consumption characteristics (continuous gas transmission or
interruptible gas transmission) and cost apportionment and
allocation for the user within pipeline transmission distance.
Thus, it is suggested that service cost method should be
adopted in the pricing of natural gas pipeline transmission fee
in China, and that NDRC should formulate detailed rules on
expense design, regulations and accounting system including
the rate of return on investment and pipeline's depreciation life
and release them for implementation.
2) Cost supervision, examination and adjustment of pipe-
line transmission fee should be conducted regularly. As
for service cost method or evaluation method in the
operation period, cost is usually estimated based on
historical cost and all factors affecting pipeline trans-
mission cost are not considered; in particular, factors
causing the rise of future cost are not fully considered.
After pipeline transmission fee is determined, change of
internal or external environment of production and
operation of a pipeline company, especially change of
pipeline transmission capacity utilization rate and pipe-
line transmission turnover volume, will lead to the rise
or decline of cost. If rate remains unchanged for a long
time, cost increased will not be recovered or excess
profit will occur.
Thus, it is suggested that reasonable pipeline transmission
fee adjustment mechanism should be established and cost
change of a pipeline company should be examined regularly
(e.g. every 3e5 years). For example, if obvious change
occurred in the investment of a pipeline company, gas trans-
mission volume, pipeline operation and management cost and
commodity price, pipeline transmission fee should be raised or
lowered after cost supervision and examination by the price
management department and approval from the government.4.3.2. Gas storage fee
Underground gas storage is a bottleneck in natural gas
infrastructure construction for China. As underground gas
storage construction needs huge investment and no gas storage
fee is included in China's natural gas pricing system, volume
of effective working gas put into operation has been very low
even though the government and enterprises have invested in
and completed the construction of some underground gas
storages in recent years and continuous investment into the
construction and operation of gas storages have been affected.
Thus, gas storage fee should be immediately added to natural
gas pricing system and corresponding pricing mechanism and
charging method should be established.
Underground gas storages usually rely on the construction
of gas pipelines, and are combined with gas pipeline system as
a whole for supply guarantee, emergency response, peak
regulation and balancing gas transmission volume, and both
are correlated with each other. So, the same method and
procedure of pipeline transmission fee pricing mechanism can
be adopted for management, pricing and adjustment of gas
storage fee. That is to say, gas storage fee is listed in gov-
ernment pricing catalog; “service cost method” is used based
on the principle of cost compensation and reasonable profit-
making by referring to pipeline transmission fee pricing
parameter; gas storage cost and rate are assessed and adjusted
every 3e5 years, and the method of “who is benefited who
pays” or price differentiation is adopted.4.4. Improve natural gas pricing system and adopt
natural gas price differentiation policyUnderground gas storage is a bottleneck in natural gas
infrastructure construction. Natural gas pricing system refers
to price composition and correlation of each link of natural gas
industry chain, including price level, price structure, price
form and price mechanism. Pricing system of natural gas in-
dustry chain (Table 4) can be established based on such as-
pects as composition of natural gas industry chain, user
structure, national industrial policy and goal of natural gas
price reform.
Benchmark price is standard and the most basic price for
natural gas users, so it is the benchmark or reference of price
change. Differential price is the price different from bench-
mark price and is adopted to optimize resource allocation,
balance supply and demand or reasonably bear gas supply cost
based on market supply and demand, and user's gas demand,
gas consumption characteristics and gas consumption volume
and different seasons or time intervals of gas consumption,
including tiered price, seasonal price difference, peak-valley
price difference, interruptible gas price and gas volume price
difference. Two-part pipeline transmission fee is comprised of
capacity fee and gas transmission fee [13,14]. Two-part gas
storage fee is comprised of capacity fee and gas storage
fee [7].
It is unrealistic to form a complete natural gas pricing
system that conforms to the characteristics of Chinese natural
gas market in a short period. Improvement should be made
Table 4
Design of China's natural gas pricing system.
Price level Price structure Price form Pricing mechanism Remarks
Ex-factory price Industrial natural gas Benchmark price Government-guided pricing
(negotiated pricing)
Linked to price of alternative energy
Differential price
Natural gas used for
electricity generation
Benchmark price Government-guided pricing
(negotiated pricing)
Linked to the price of alternative
energyDifferential price
Urban gas Benchmark price Government-guided pricing
(negotiated pricing)
Linked to the price of alternative
energy; regardless of user categoryDifferential price
Natural gas used for
chemical fertilizers
Benchmark price Government-guided pricing
(negotiated pricing)Differential price
Spot price Negotiated (market-oriented)
pricing
Regardless of user category
Pipeline transmission fee One-part system “Stamp” form
Progressive increase
by distance
Government pricing
Two-part system Progressive increase
by distance
Gas storage fee One-part system Storage expense
Two-part system Capacity expense Government pricing
Usage expense
Urban gas price Industrial natural gas Benchmark price Government-guided pricing
(negotiated pricing)Differential price
Residential natural gas Benchmark price Linked to price of gas source
Differential price
Natural gas for commercial use Government pricing
Natural gas used for CNG cars
Natural gas for public use
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contradiction between market supply & demand and price, we
suggest that natural gas price differentiation policy should be
adopted at natural gas ex-factory (gate) link by taking the
opportunity of adopting tiered price for residential users of
urban gas. Natural gas ex-factory price is the source of natural
gas price change, and the core that reflects the relation be-
tween market supply and demand and adjusts market demand,
so problems in the price of residential natural gas cannot be
solved by simply adopting tiered price at residential natural
gas terminal link.
In view of the contradiction of big seasonal peak-valley
difference in natural gas supply in China, adopting natural
gas price differentiation policy can start with adopting sea-
sonal price difference or peak-valley price. During peak hours
of gas consumption in winter, price slightly higher than that in
flat valley period can be adopted and price lever can be used to
adjust demand. During peak hours of gas consumption,
interruptible gas price can be adopted for peak regulation and
voltage decrease or for industrial users who stop using gas
temporarily, to lower natural gas price properly.
China is vast in territory, so big differences exist in natural
gas supply and demand, market development, user structure
and seasonal change between regions. Local governments can
shoulder the responsibility of differential gas price manage-
ment and pricing. In order to launch implementation programs
as soon as possible, it is suggested that NDRC should release
guiding opinions and various provinces (municipalities, dis-
tricts) should further study and formulate differential gas price
policies and implementation programs based on the actual
conditions of natural gas markets.4.5. Promote natural gas spot transactionNatural gas spot transactions and natural gas transaction
markets (center) are the landmark achievements in market-
oriented reform of natural gas pricing, and the inevitable
way to realize competition-oriented pricing of natural gas
market. Such factors as the latest natural gas pricing policy,
fair opening of pipeline infrastructures, implementation of
LNG spot transactions, trend of diversified natural gas supply
and smaller market demand have created conditions for
implementing natural gas spot transactions in China. Shanghai
Petroleum & Gas Transaction Center has been officially built
as a spot transaction market for large-volume commodities.
However, one natural gas transaction market is far from
enough to meet the natural gas spot demand of all natural gas
markets in China. The land area of USA is smaller than that of
mainland China, but USA has 29 natural gas transaction
markets (centers); the land area of Germany is only
357000 km2 and its natural gas consumption (95.2  109 m3)
was only 56% that of China in 2013, but it has two natural gas
transaction markets (centers). Considering such factors as
natural gas infrastructure condition of China, supply and flow
direction of gas source, importance of natural gas in a region's
social economy, and scope of influence or reference feasibility
of natural gas price, except Shanghai, such regions as Sichuan,
Chongqing, Beijing, Guangdong, Xinjiang and Shaanxi have
the conditions and potential for establishing natural gas
transaction markets now. It is suggested that pilot imple-
mentation of natural gas spot transactions in Shanghai Petro-
leum & Gas Transaction Center should be promoted actively
and other provinces (municipalities, districts) should be
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markets (centers) or platforms.
In fact, there is also a natural gas spot transaction mode
under bilateral negotiation between purchase and sales sides or
through a middleman. Compared with the transaction in nat-
ural gas spot transaction markets (centers), natural gas spot
transaction under bilateral negotiation features simplicity,
convenience, fastness, flexibility and economy. Under the
existing natural gas policy, China can adopt natural gas spot
transaction under bilateral negotiation for direct-supply non-
residential gas, incremental gas among urban gas and such
unconventional natural gases as CBM, shale gas and CTG
now [15].4.6. Adopt natural gas energy metering and pricingEnergy metering is a metering means of natural gas hand-
over and consumption adopted in international natural gas
trade and by most countries. After pipelines are interconnected
for mixed transmission and sales of different gas sources,
disadvantages in China's natural gas volume metering means
are obvious. So it is imperative to carry out reform. Now
import metering of imported LNG terminals and once sale
metering after gasification in China basically adopt energy
metering and pricing, imported pipeline gas needs energy
detection and energy is linked to price, and there is no tech-
nical barrier for adopting energy metering. It is suggested that
some pipelines and major users should be chosen for pilot
implementation of energy metering first, natural gas price per
unit volume should be converted into benchmark price per unit
energy based on net heating value (lower heating value) in-
dicator (8000 kcal/m3) of natural gas determined by NDRC in
pricing formula, and settlement should be conducted based
on the actual energy of natural gas during metering handover,
and energy unit should use the national legal unit of
measurementdJoule.
5. Conclusion
The government further relaxed control of natural gas price
after price of non-residential stock gas and incremental gas
was unified and control of direct-supply gas price was relaxed.
But continuous deepening of reform is still an arduous task.Many obstacles and difficulties exist in such aspects as reform
of natural gas industry system and mechanism, government's
administrative reform and rationalizing the price of residential
natural gas. It is not easy to establish and implement scientific
and reasonable pricing mechanism of natural gas industry
chain, improve pricing system and innovate natural gas
transaction modes. Thus, China must prepare for overcoming
difficulties in market-oriented reform of natural gas pricing in
a long period, start with solving main contradictions and
steadily promote and implement reform by making use of
government control and market means.
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